A highly simplified, yet meteorologically realistic and flexible parametric model is described for generating hydrometeor profiles and other environmental properties relevant to microwave radiative transfer calculations in quasi-stratiform rain clouds. With this model, it is possible, via 19 adjustable parameters, to vary cloud and environmental properties, including hydrometeor size distributions and densities, in a continuous yet self-consistent fashion and assess the impact of these changes on computed multichannel microwave brightness radiances. It is also possible to utilize gradient descent methods to find plausible combinations of cloud properties that explain observed multichannel microwave radiances in rain clouds. Potential applications of the above model include (1) gaining insight into effective microphysical properties, for microwave radiative transfer purposes, of actual precipitating cloud systems, and (2) accurate extrapolation of observed microwave multichannel radiances in rain clouds to the frequencies and viewing angles of new microwave sensors.
Introduction
The development and error analysis of physically based passive microwave algorithms for retrieving surface rain rate or hydrometeor profiles depend on accurate forward models for the sensitivity of cloud-top radiances to rain cloud physical properties. In general, a complete forward model consists of the following more or less independent parts: 1. A geometric and microphysical representation of the structure of the precipitating cloud system, including (among other things) 3-dimensional distributions of water mass in all phases and particle types.
2. A set of parameterizations of the microwave optical properties -scattering phase function, single scatter albedo, mass extinction coefficient -for each hydrometeor class and gaseous absorber, as well as for the surface emissivity and reflectivity 3. A suitable radiative transfer code (e.g., doubling-adding, Monte Carlo, etc.) for actually calculating satellite-observed radiances from the above rain cloud optical properties.
The earliest rain cloud models used to relate passive microwave observations to rain cloud properties were very simple. For example, the model of Wilheit (1977) contained just two free parameters: the surface rain rate and the height of the freezing level. Other rain cloud properties, such as temperature, humidity, and precipitation rate profiles, were "hard-wired" in terms of these parameters, and additional properties, such as column-integrated cloud liquid water, were assumed constant. The rain intensity was assumed constant between the freezing level and the surface and the drop size distribution assumed was that of Marshall and Palmer (1948) . The entire system was assumed to vary only in the vertical. Rain rate retrievals using this model were based primarily on evidence of enhanced emission at a single frequency near 19 GHz.
It was soon apparent that simple, liquid-only stratiform cloud models of the above type could only explain the grossest features in the relationship between surface rain rate and observed microwave radiances.
For example, the microwave signature of scattering by frozen precipitation aloft in rain clouds, mainly at frequencies of 37 GHz and greater, was gradually recognized as an additional source of information concerning probable surface rain rates, especially over land (Spencer, 1986; Spencer et al., 1989) and at high rain intensities for which traditional emission-based methods saturate.
It was also eventually recognized, however, that this scattering signature, which originates primarily above the melting level in a rain cloud, is much less directly related to surface rain rate than the so-called emission signature exploited (over water only) in the earlier algorithms. Not only is the scattering signature sensitive to ice particle size and other properties (Bennartz and Petty, 2001 ), but the total amount of ice present aloft in a rain cloud producing a given intensity is by no means constant from case to case. Indeed, there are geographic regions in which warmtopped rain clouds completely lacking ice-phase microphysics apparently make a non-negligible contribution to local precipitation (Petty, 1999) .
Recognition of the limitations of single-frequency algorithms inevitably led to the development of multifrequency algorithms that attempt to optimally exploit the unique physical information content of the frequencies observed by the sensor in question. Examples of relevant spaceborne microwave radiometers include the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I; 19.35, 22.235, 37, and 85.5 GHz) and its successor, the Special Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMI/S) with additional channels in oxygen and water vapor absorption bands, the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI; 10.65, 19.35, 21.3, 37, 85.5 GHz) , and the Advanced Multichannel Scanning Radiometer (AMSR; 6.925, 10.65, 18.7, 23.8, 36.5, 89 GHz) . Examples of multifrequency microwave algorithms include Petty (1994) ; Smith et al. (1994) ; Kummerow and Giglio (1994) ; Kummerow et al. (1996) ; Aonashi et al. (1996) ; Marzano et al. (1999) .
The effective utilization of multichannel information requires more sophisticated models of the relationship between rain cloud properties and observed radiances. For example, if the low frequencies of a microwave sensor can be viewed as primarily responding to the rain water path below the freezing level and high frequencies as responding primarily to scattering by frozen precipitation aloft, an important role of the cloud model is to help identify the meteorologically admissible zone of overlap between the two distinct (and individually ambiguous) types of information.
Some of the better known current methods for utilizing multichannel information in physical retrievals are based on the output of 3-dimensional numerical cloud models utilizing bulk microphysical parameterization schemes to generate ensembles of realistic rain cloud structures that are then fed into a suitable radiative transfer model. Surface rain rates and hydrometeor profiles are retrieved by identifying the cloud model structure(s) whose computed brightness temperatures most closely match the multichannel observations (Kummerow and Giglio, 1994; Kummerow et al., 1996; Marzano et al., 1999) .
In practice, problems can arise with the above method. The first is that computed relationships between radiances and macroscopic cloud properties are still sensitive to arbitrary assumptions about microphysical properties, such as particle shape, density, and size, that are not predicted by the dynamic cloud models. These must therefore be specified ad hoc. If the assumptions are incorrect, the inconsistency may or may not be evident in the form of unresolvable differences between observed and computed multichannel brightness temperatures (Panegrossi et al., 1998; Petty, 2001) . Some of the complexities and potential uncertainties associated with modeling microwave radiative transfer in rain clouds are addressed by Bauer et al. (2000) .
The second problem is that a forward model based on ensembles of cloud structures produced by a 3-D dynamic cloud model is not directly invertible, because the computed brightness temperatures cannot be expressed as differentiable functions of identifiable cloud parameters. Hence there is no mathematical basis for iteratively adjusting the details of the current best-guess cloud structure in order to improve the match between predicted and observed brightness temperatures. Consequently, when a close match to the observations cannot be found in the data base of candidate solutions, the precise reason for the mismatch cannot be easily uncovered, and the usual response is to simply flag the retrieval as questionable.
The above approach may be acceptable in the context of routine retrievals of rain rate and hydrometeor profiles. It is less satisfactory if the objective is to systematically explore the relationship between microwave radiances and specific rain cloud properties or to determine the full range of cloud properties that are physically admissible in light of a specific set of passive microwave observations. For these purposes, it is useful to be able to specify all relevant proper-ties of a rain cloud as continuous functions of a manageably small number of free parameters. Moreover, such a parametric rain cloud model should ideally be designed so as to exclude configurations that violate accepted constraints on the rate of growth of, and conversion between, various hydrometeor classes. Simple examples of meteorologically unreasonable behavior in a rain cloud model include precipitation growth outside of cloud or vertical discontinuities in precipitation intensity (for non-convective clouds),
The objective of this paper is to describe a parametric rain cloud model that satisfies the above requirements and is suitable for modeling microwave radiative transfer in horizontally extensive rain clouds. The latter restriction allows the model to be formulated entirely in terms of vertical temperature, humidity and hydrometeor profiles. Furthermore, it excludes convective cloud elements whose vertical structure may be far from steady state, thus permitting fairly strong bulk microphysical constraints to be placed on vertical derivatives of precipitation intensity for any given hydrometeor class.
The next section summarizes the model formulation. Section 3 gives examples of realistic 1-D cloud structures produced for various combinations of model parameters and the accompanying microwave radiances at selected frequencies.
Subsequent papers in the present series utilize the model to invert observed multichannel microwave radiances obtained for cases that lend themselves to reasonably unambiguous interpretation, such as those already described in Part 1 (Petty, 2001) . The overall objective is an improved description of the effective microphysical properties of rainfall under well-defined conditions, as required for forward microwave radiative transfer calculations for current and future sensors.
Parametric rain cloud model
The rain cloud model used in this study permits the specification of highly simplified and continuously variable but physically self-consistent temperature, humidity, and hydrometeor profiles via a small number of scalar input parameters. To keep the number of free parameters to a minimum, the following general constraints were imposed:
• Variations in cloud properties are limited to the vertical dimension z; i.e., the cloud model is horizontally homogeneous.
• Hydrometeor profiles are required to be microphysically self-consistent under steady-state conditions. This requires in general that total precipitation rate be continuous in altitude z and more specifically that vertical gradients in the precipitation rate associated with a given hydrometeor class be proportional to the environmental factors governing growth and/or conversion to another hydrometeor type. That is, graupel growth can only take place in supercooled cloud, evaporation only occurs in clear air, etc.
• Updrafts are assumed to be smaller than particle terminal velocities, eliminating the need to consider upward transport of precipitation particles through the freezing level.
• Local hydrometeor concentrations, particle size distributions, fall speeds, and precipitation rates are related by mass conservation, with fall speeds being specified as functions of particle size distribution and density parameters.
The first two constraints would be inappropriate for modeling individual convective cells. They are reasonable, however, for the purpose of modeling FOV-averaged brightness microwave temperatures from spatially extensive (and therefore quasistratiform) precipitation, which is the focus of this study.
In addition to the above microphysical constraints, the model exploits the fact that, to first order, microwave radiances seen from space are determined by deep-layer averages of hydrometeor content, temperature, and humidity. This is especially true at so-called window frequencies falling below 50 GHz or between 70 and 110 GHz. It is therefore possible to utilize highly idealized representations of the vertical profiles of these variables with only minor loss of generality. The remaining subsections summarize the details of the parametric model. Although the present model utilizes bulk microphysical source and sink terms in a manner analogous to many previously published cloud models, a significant difference is that sources and sinks are expressed here as vertical derivatives of precipitation rate R, rather than as time derivatives of mixing ratio q. Actual profiles of precipitation intensity are then obtained by integrating those sources and sinks downward from the top of the atmosphere. This simplified approach is possible because of the steady state assumption already mentioned. Once the profiles of precipitation intensity are known, these are converted to local hydrometeor densities using suitable assumptions about particle size and fall speed.
a. Temperature and Pressure Profiles
The model temperature profile is determined by a single free parameter, the surface temperature 
yielding a typical tropopause temperature near −50
• C under cold season conditions and near −80
The temperature is assumed to decrease linearly between the surface and the tropopause. The tropospheric lapse rate is thus
and the melting (freezing) level is
Above the tropopause, the temperature is assumed to increase by 1 K/km to the top of the model domain (typically 50 km). The atmosphere pressure profile p(z) follows from the hydrostatic law applied to a dry atmosphere having a constant temperature lapse rate between two levels z. . Thus, below the tropopause,
where p 0 is the surface pressure (assumed fixed at 100 kPa) and
Analogous relationships apply above the tropopause. The above expression for p(z) would be slightly more accurate if the virtual temperature profile were utilized instead of the actual temperature. However, the practical difference is negligible in the present context, and the simpler approach avoids the need for iteration in the definition of pressure and humidity profiles.
b. Cloud Liquid Water Profile
The profile of non-precipitating cloud water density is determined by three model parameters: the height of the cloud base z c [km] , the total column cloud liquid water L [ kg m
−2 ], and the maximum cloud water density w max [ kg m −3 ] at the center of the cloud layer. Although a "boxcar" profile has been used in some previous models (Wilheit, 1977) , a parabolic profile (Bauer and Schluessel, 1993 ) is more consistent with observed cloud water distributions in layer clouds while still requiring only the above three parameters. Thus, the cloud water density w above cloud base z c [km] and below cloud top z ct is given by
where the z ct is given by the lesser of
The latter constraint ensures that liquid water is never placed at altitudes colder than the homogeneous nucleation temperature of −40
c. Humidity Profile
The humidity profile is determined in the lower troposphere by the user-specified surface dewpoint depression ∆T d and by the previously defined temperature and cloud profiles. First, the dewpoint at the surface is given by
Within cloud,
Given the T d and the pressure p at the above levels, one may compute the specific humidity q and relative humidity f using standard relationships. The profile of relative humidity f is then assumed to be linear between the surface and the level of the cloud base z c . Note, however, that is uncommon for the surface value of q to be less than that at cloud base under normal meteorological conditions; we therefore utilize the condition q(0) ≥ q(z c ) to set a lower bound on permissible values of ∆T d . Above the liquid cloud top z ct , provisions are made for a possible "snow generating layer" that contains no liquid water but may be supersaturated with respect to ice. The altitude of the base of this layer, which must be greater than z ct , is denoted z s and the top is denoted z st . Within this layer, the relative humidity with respect to ice is specified via the model parameter f i,s . Values of f i,s are allowed to exceed 100% but only up to the limit of saturation with respect to liquid water at the same temperature.
Between cloud top z ct and z s , and between z st and the tropopause z t , the relative humidity with respect to ice is specified via a single model parameter f clr , thus providing control over both the column water vapor above cloud top and the rate of evaporation of any snow produced in the snow generating layer.
At and above the tropopause, q is assigned a constant stratospheric value of 4 ppmv, or approximately 2.48 × 10 −3 g/kg. Vapor at these levels is of interest primarily in and near strong water vapor absorption bands.
d. Snow Rate Profile
For the purposes of the present model, "snow" is loosely defined to include all unaggregated ice particles grown by vapor deposition. Aggregated snow flakes may be grouped either with "snow" or with "graupel," depending on whether they are better modeled (for microwave radiative transfer purposes) as ensembles of independently scattering pure ice particles or as larger single particles consisting of an arbitrary mixture of ice, air, and water.
The above working definition of "snow" does not distinguish between cloud ice and precipitating snow particles. As a practical matter, small cloud ice particles, such as are found in ordinary non-precipitating cirrus, are invisible to the SSM/I and may be excluded from the present definition, while the larger, denser ice particles found in cumulonimbus anvils may be included if they are radiometrically significant.
For each class of precipitating hydrometeor, including snow, the corresponding vertical profile of precipitation rate is derived by integrating production and conversion terms downward through the atmosphere.
For snow, the production term associated with vapor deposition or sublimation is given by
where ∆e is the difference between the environmental vapor pressure and the saturation vapor pressure with respect to ice, dz is the discrete layer thickness (typically ∼0.1 km), and C vs is a model input parameter. Note that ∆e < 0 implies sublimation of snow, or decreasing snow intensity in the direction of the surface. Note further that the above expression crudely accounts for both vapor deposition onto existing ice particles and the creation of new ice particles, processes that are usually parameterized separately in standard bulk microphysical schemes. Trial calculations based on the bulk microphysical model of Rutledge and Hobbs (1983) suggest that reasonable values of C vs lie approximately in the range 0.01-0.1 (mm/h)/(km Pa) for many common combinations of temperature, pressure, and snowfall rate.
Within the supercooled portion of the liquid layer cloud, the above production term remains in effect, but a sink term is added to account for conversion of snow to graupel. This conversion is proportional to cloud liquid water density w and to the snowfall rate R s at that level:
where C sg is an input parameter that governs the overall rate of snow-to-graupel conversion in the model. A reasonable range of values for the input parameter C sg cannot be specified a priori, because the distinction between graupel and snow in the present context depends on effective microwave optical properties and is not necessarily compatible with the microphysical distinction assumed in common cloud models. Varying C sg over many orders of magnitudee.g., between 0.1 and 1000 [(g/m 3 ) km] −1 -has only a weak effect on total precipitation rate from a cold cloud but a strong effect on the partitioning of frozen precipitation between "snow" and "graupel." In Part 3 of this series of papers (Petty and Gautam, 2001) , actual satellite microwave observations are utilized to help constrain the value of C sg . A value near 100 [(g/m 3 ) km] −1 seems to lead to reasonable comparisons in many cases. Any snow reaching the melting level z l is immediately converted to rain having the same intensity.
e. Graupel Rate Profile
Production of graupel in a supercooled cloud is assumed to result from two processes. The first is the conversion of snow to graupel as described in the previous subsection. Thus,
The second is the further growth of the graupel by the accretion of supercooled liquid water. This process is modeled as obeying the identical relationship derived for growth of rain by collision/coalescence (see below), but substituting the graupel rate R g for the rain rate R r and introducing a separate model input parameter C cg as the collection efficiency for graupel. As for snow, any graupel reaching the melting level is converted to rain. Unlike snow, the melting of graupel is spread over a 0.5 km vertical layer in order to crudely model radar bright band effects. The details relevant to microwave optical properties, including radar reflectivity, will be described later.
f. Rain Rate Profile
Any snow or graupel reaching the melting level is converted to rain, as described above. The total precipitation rate across the melting level is constrained to be continuous. In the present model, supercooled rain is not allowed to develop via autoconversion and collision/coalescence above the melting level.
Below the melting level, changes in rain intensity with height may be attributed to 1. autoconversion of cloud liquid water 2. growth of rain drops by collision/coalescence within cloud
evaporation outside of cloud
Production of rain by autoconversion of cloud water level is modeled as
where C ac is a user specified model input parameter. Non-zero values of C ac allow precipitation to be produced from a cloud layer in the absence of ice-phase microphysics. In contrast to the usual method of employing a linear relationship with a lower threshold for w (Kessler, 1969) , we model the autoconversion rate as proportional to the square of the cloud water density, with no threshold. Not only does this more accurately describe the increase in the expected rate of collisions between cloud droplets as the concentration of cloud droplets increases, it also permits warm clouds that possess low local liquid water contents to generate precipitation if they are deep enough. It therefore appears to yield more realistic behavior in some situations, such as drizzling marine stratocumulus. The range of reasonable values for C ac must be estimated empirically. The value is expected to be much higher in unpolluted maritime air masses than in continental air masses because of the well-known influence of condensation nuclei concentrations on precipitation efficiency in warm clouds. When combined with the suggested value of C cc given below, C ac = 10 (mm/h)/[km (g/m 3 ) 2 ] yields a surface rain rate of approximately 1 mm h −1 from a low-level cloud layer having L = 0.5 kg m −2 and w max = 0.25 kg m −3 , a result that seems plausible in some maritime clouds.
A simple model for growth by collision/coalescence was found by numerically simulating the case of a Marshall-Palmer distribution of rain drops falling through a homogeneous cloud layer with no updraft and fitting a power-law relationship to the results:
where C cc is an effective (size independent) collection efficiency. The above expression yields results in good agreement with the model calculations published by Austin (1987) when C cc ≈ 0.6. Larger values of C cc can be used to crudely simulate the effects of a positive updraft speed on the vertical gradient of precipitation intensity.
Using a similar approach, we find that a simple but adequate model for evaporation of rainfall below cloud base is given by
where
This model is found to be in reasonable agreement with the numerical calculations of Austin (1987) when C ev ≈ 0.5. As before, C ev may be varied to simulate the influence of updrafts and downdrafts on the effective evaporation rate with respect to altitude z.
g. Particle size distributions 1). General considerations
Model sensitivity studies suggest that microwave optical properties of hydrometeors are less sensitive to the higher order moments of the particle size distribution than they are to the mass-weighted mean (or mode) particle size. For simplicity, we therefore model all hydrometeors as obeying a two-parameter exponential size distribution of the form
where D is the liquid-equivalent particle diameter. The mass of hydrometeors per unit volume air is then given by
where ρ l ≡ 1000 kg m −3 is the standard density of pure water. The liquid-equivalent precipitation rate is given by
where v(D) is the terminal fall speed of a particle with liquid equivalent diameter D. We assume that v(D) is adequately represented by a power law for all particle types:
in which case integrating (21) leads to
Given suitable values for the fall speed coefficients α and γ, the above equation thus establishes the functional relationship between the precipitation rate R and the drop size distribution parameters N 0 and Λ. Of the latter two parameters, it is Λ that controls the size dependence of N (D) and thus the mass-weighted microwave optical properties of the hydrometeors; we therefore regard this as the primary tunable model parameter pertaining to hydrometeor size distributions, with N 0 then being computed from R and Λ.
1 α and γ depend in general on particle shape and density and on the density and viscosity of the air. The dependence on air density and viscosity is crudely modeled for snow particles and rain drops via
where ρ a is the local air density and ρ a0 ≡ 1.225 kg m −3 . Because of their variable density, the fall speed of particles classified as graupel in the current model requires a more elaborate treatment which will be described later.
For the purpose of performing calculations of the optical parameters of an ensemble of hydrometeors, it is necessary to know not only the parameters of the liquid-equivalent size distribution but also those of the actual size distribution. For graupel and snow this requires a correction for the lower density of the particle ρ relative to that of pure liquid water:
From the above parameters, and assuming Rayleigh scattering (valid for radar wavelengths much larger than the largest particle size), one may compute the equivalent radar reflectivity Z e as
where K 0 = (ε 0 −1)/(ε 0 +2) and ε 0 is the complex dielectric constant of pure water, and the corresponding quantity K is computed from the effective dielectric constant of the actual particle, which may consist of any combination of ice, air, and/or liquid water.
2). Rain drops
For raindrops, the fall speed coefficients α 0,r and γ r are determined by requiring consistency between (23) and the well-known Marshall-Palmer relationship, for which
and
when the rain rate R is given in mm h −1 . This requirement for consistency is satisfied when α 0,r = 628.17 γ r = 0.7619
for D and v(D) expressed in SI units in (22). For a given rain rate R, the distribution slope parameter Λ r is specified as
where δ r is an adjustable parameter that controls the mean rain drop diameter at each level, relative to the corresponding Marshall-Palmer value for the same rain rate. Thus, δ r = 0 implies that the rain drop size distribution follows the standard MarshallPalmer model exactly, whereas δ r = 1 and δ r = −1, respectively, imply a doubling or halving of the mean rain drop size relative to Marshall-Palmer. Once Λ r is specified at each model level, the value of N 0,r follows from (23).
3). Snow
As discussed earlier, "snow" in this context is taken to mean vapor-grown ice particles that are either large enough or numerous enough to have a measurable effect on satellite observed microwave brightness temperatures. For radiative transfer purposes, we further assume that this class can be adequately represented as pure ice particles, as contrasted with either large snow aggregates, which are perhaps better described as low-density mixtures of ice and air, or graupel, which consists of relatively dense mixtures of ice, air, and possibly liquid water. Both of the latter hydrometeor types are best accommodated by the "graupel" category, discussed later.
The general procedure for specifying snow particle concentrations and sizes is identical to that for rainfall, except for the the values of the fall speed coefficients α 0,s and γ s and the choice of a baseline size distribution N (D). For the latter, we employ the widely used relationship of Sekhon and Srivastava (1970) ,
where R s is the liquid-equivalent snowfall rate. Consistency with (23) Analogous to rain, the externally specified model parameter δ s is utilized to control deviations of the snow particle size distribution from the SekhonSrivastava relationship; i.e., Λ s = Λ ss 2 δs (34) and N 0,s then follows from (23).
4). Graupel
Ice or mixed-phase particles requiring special treatment on account of variable density or compositionthese include both large snow aggregates and actual graupel -are lumped together in the nominal "graupel" category for the purposes of the present model. An externally specified model parameter f a is used to specify the volume air fraction of the particles. Of the remaining fraction which is water substance, an internal variable f w gives the liquid mass fraction. Thus, f a = 0.9 and f w = 0 might represent fluffy dry snow aggregates, while f a = 0.1 and f w = 0.1 might represent dense graupel particles that are beginning to melt.
Because the model assumes one-way motion of hydrometeors, f w is always zero above the melting level. A 0.5 km melting zone is specified below the melting level, within which f w increases linearly from zero to unity, after which all "graupel" is assumed to transform into rain. Within the melting zone, the fraction of air f a also decreases linearly from its externally specified value to zero. The purpose of this procedure is to provide a simple mechanism for simulating possible bright band effects, both for computing radar reflectivity profiles and for computing satellite observed microwave radiances.
Given f a and f w , the total density of the particle is then given by
Although there is no unique relationship between fall speed and particle size applicable to all possible shapes and compositions of graupel or snow aggregates, we sought to define a single relationship that would yield qualitatively reasonable results under most conditions. Note that it is primarily the column-integrated hydrometeor mass aloft that is considered when interpreting microwave brightness temperatures; thus, our invocation of a specific fall speed relationship for frozen precipitation aloft is intended merely to ensure that the previously stated requirement for vertical continuity in precipitation rate also leads to qualitatively reasonable vertical distributions of hydrometeor mass.
The following values of α g and γ g are suggested by equations (10-174) and (10-175) of Pruppacher and Klett (1997) :
when D is in meters and the fall speed is in meters per second. All size distribution parameters (N 0,g ,N 0,g , Λ g ) then follow from the α g , γ g , R g and ρ g as described earlier for rain and snow, given that
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Sample Results
The previous section described a one-dimensional rain cloud model whose vertical profiles of hydrometeors, temperature, and humidity can be varied in a continuous and quasi-realistic way via 19 scalar model parameters. These parameters are summarized in Table 1 . By coupling the cloud model with a one-dimensional radiative transfer code, one achieves a continuous mapping from cloud model parameter space to multichannel brightness temperature space; that is,
where x is the vector of cloud model parameters and T is the resulting set of multichannel microwave radiances. This is the classic forward problem. A more difficult task is the inverse problem: given a particular observation vector T , attempt to find one or more sets of model parameter values x that reproduce the observations to within a specified tolerance. In general, the solution is far from unique. However, systematic comparisons of physical models and actual observations allow one to identify subspaces in model parameter space that are not inconsistent with the observations. A procedure for accomplishing this inversion with the present model, and results of the inversion for selected microwave radiometer observations, are described in Part 3 (Petty and Gautam, 2001 ).
Here we limit our attention to illustrating the flexibility and qualitative realism of the parametric rain cloud model for the purposes of simulating the forward problem. First, sample profiles are generated representing distinct precipitating cloud types; then, the model profiles are utilized to compute the corresponding microwave spectra.
a. Radiative Transfer Model
For microwave brightness temperature calculations, the plane-parallel, polarized radiative transfer code RT4 of Evans and Stephens (1995) was used. For the present application, the shapes of all hydrometeors are considered to be spherical. Polarized 4×4 phase matrices for these hydrometeors were calculated using a Mie scattering code provided by K.F. Evans (1997, pers. comm.) .
Average dielectric constants of particles are computed from the formula of Bruggeman (1935) :
where the subscripts refer to the components in a binary mixture. For mixtures involving three component, the average dielectric constant was first found for the appropriate ratio of two of the components. A second application of (40), utilizing the result of the first application for one of the dielectric constants, then yields the value for the three-component mixture. The Bruggeman formula is preferred here over the commonly used Maxwell Garnett (1904) formula because the former is symmetric in its treatment of all constituents. That is, it is not necessary to specify which constituent serves as matrix and which as inclusion. Otherwise, the roles would have to be abruptly switched at some arbitrary point as f varies from near zero to near one, thus introducing a discontinuity in av (f ). Citing Bohren and Battan (1980) , Bohren and Huffman (1983) stated that "the evidence favoring Maxwell Garnett theory over the Bruggeman theory was not compelling: both agreed reasonably well with the measurements." A comprehensive examination of alternative three-component dielectric mixing formulas was recently provided by Meneghini and Liao (2000) .
Fresnel emission/reflection from the sea surface was assumed, using a sea surface temperature equal to the surface air temperature T 0 , a salinity of 35 ppt, and the improved seawater dielectric model of Wentz and Meissner (1999) . A viewing angle of 51.8
• was assumed.
b. Cases
For demonstration purposes, cloud model parameters are chosen so as to simulate the following distinct cases:
1). Case 1 -Warm rain
The simplest rain cloud microphysically is one in which the cloud layer is warmer than freezing everywhere. Precipitation growth is therefore entirely by collision/coalescence, and no ice-phase hydrometeors are present. This case is simulated using the parametric cloud model by choosing a temperature environment (T 0 = 20
• C) with liquid cloud layer parameters L, w max , and z c chosen such that the layer lies entirely below the freezing level. The autoconversion rate factor C ac is chosen subjectively so as to yield a reasonable surface rain rate from this relatively deep and wet cloud. All other model parameters are either irrelevant or else are set to default values, as Table 2 . The corresponding atmospheric profiles are depicted in Fig. 1 . As expected, the rain rate profile shows steady growth with decreasing altitude within the cloud. In the shallow subsaturated layer below cloud, evaporation leads to a slight reduction in the rain rate actually reaching the surface. In this example, the surface rain rate is 6.7 mm h −1 . Higher or lower surface rain rates could be achieved by varying the depth and/or density of the non-precipitating cloud layer and/or by altering the parameter C ac so as to simulate clouds with higher or lower precipitation efficiencies, as might be expected in environments with lower or higher concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei, respectively. Computed microwave spectra for this case are depicted in Fig. 4a . As indicated by the vanishing polarization difference in the direction of higher frequency, the rain cloud becomes essentially opaque to frequencies in excess of ∼50 GHz, first due to strong oxygen absorption near 60 GHz, then due primarily to attenuation by precipitating and non-precipitating liquid water.
Except in the oxygen band, the actual brightness temperature for frequencies greater than ∼40 GHz is nearly constant between 260-275 K. This result contradicts the common assertion that rain drops alone can lead to detectable brightness temperatures due to scattering at frequencies near 85 GHz. This would indeed occur if large rain drops were present in the column in isolation. However, rain drops cannot form in warm clouds without the presence of an overlying layer of heavy non-precipitating cloud liquid water that tends to mask the scattering effects of raindrops.
2). Case 2 -Tropical stratiform rain
A more common and microphysically interesting case is that of stratiform cold-cloud precipitation, as might be encountered in conjunction with organized cloud systems in the tropics. Typically, a deep layer of frozen hydrometeors and modest amounts of supercooled cloud liquid water are found above the freezing level. Growth is primarily by vapor deposition and riming of ice particles, with possible additional contributions from collision/coalescence below the freezing level.
Such a case may be simulated with the parametric model by choosing the liquid cloud parameters consistent with a deep but relatively low density (maximum 0.2 g/m 3 ) liquid water layer extending well above the freezing level. Also, an extended atmospheric layer above the liquid cloud may be subsaturated with respect to liquid water but supersaturated with respect to ice, leading to the creation of snow particles that grow by vapor deposition alone and then by both vapor deposition and riming as they descend into the supercooled cloud layer. Parameter values chosen to represent this case are given in Table 2 . The resulting atmospheric profiles are shown in Fig. 2 .
In this case, the precipitation rate increases monotonically from zero at 10 km altitude, initially in the form of snow, to a maximum of almost 9 mm h −1 in the form of rain at cloud base before decreasing through evaporation to roughly 7.5 mm h −1 at the surface (Fig. 2c) . Note that this surface rain rate is close to that produced by the warm rain model in the previous subsection, yet the vertical hydrometeor structures of the two cases are quite dissimilar.
The simulated radar reflectivity profile and bright band depicted in Fig. 2 do not appear unreasonable. Recall that the bright band in this model results from a linear scaling of both the air-water fraction and the ice-liquid fraction, with corresponding adjustments of the fall speeds, of low-density "graupel" particles descending through the 0.5 km-deep melting layer.
It is important to note that hydrometeors in stratiform rain clouds in the tropics often are traceable to lateral transport from convective cores (Houze, 1993) , as well as from vertical ascent of saturated air. The one-dimensional parametric model described herein cannot directly simulate the former process. Nevertheless, one may simply adjust model parameters in an ad hoc manner so as to mimic the observed gross vertical hydrometeor structure of such clouds, as it is primarily the vertically integrated liquid water and ice amounts and particle properties that are of first-order importance for microwave radiative transfer calculations.
Computed microwave spectra are depicted in Fig.  4b . Despite the similar surface rain rates in Cases 1 and 2, the microwave spectra are remarkably different. Because of the larger vertically integrated water mass (liquid and frozen), the cloud is essentially opaque at frequencies as low as 20 GHz, which is also the frequency of maximum brightness temperature. At higher frequencies, scattering by ice yields a near-linear decrease in brightness temperature to only 210 K at 100 GHz. The slope of this decrease turns out to be strongly dependent on the assumed size of the ice particles, which is in turn controlled by the parameters δ g and δ s . For the present demonstration, we have utilized values of −2 and −0.3, respectively, so that the particle sizes are substantially smaller than the default Marshall-Palmer and Sekhon-Srivastava models. As will be shown in Part 3 of this series of papers, the default models yield brightness temperatures that are grossly inconsistent with actual observations. Note that a residual polarization difference of approximately 3.6 K is seen at high frequencies. Since, in this example, the atmospheric column is effectively opaque at those frequencies, the polarization cannot be due to leakage of the ocean surface polarized emission signal through the rain cloud but rather to the polarizing effects of the scattering hydrometeors themselves. Thus, even spherical scatterers can explain part of the observed polarization signature of some rain clouds, though oriented nonspherical scatterers are apparently necessary to explain observed polarizations as large as 8-12 K, as discussed for example by Petty (2001) .
3). Case 3 -Snow
The final illustrative case is that of a shallow stratiform cloud layer with sub-freezing surface temperatures. The supercooled cloud layer has very low total integrated cloud water of only 0.1 kg m −2 and a low base and top of 0.5 and 2.0 km, respectively. Using the same cloud microphysical growth parameter values as for the tropical case, the model produces a liquid equivalent surface precipitation rate of 2.0 mm h −1 , mostly in the form of "snow" but with an additional contribution from low-density (f a = 0.7) "graupel" particles intended as proxies for aggregated snow particles.
Computed microwave spectra are depicted in Fig.  4c . Because of the shallowness of the cloud layer and the absence of liquid-phase precipitation, the simulated snow cloud layer is relatively transparent to wavelengths below 50 GHz, as indicated by large polarization differences originating from the polarized sea surface emission. Above the 60 GHz oxygen band, polarization differences are small, implying greater opacity, but brightness temperatures are depressed due to scattering by ice particles and reach a near-constant value of approximately 200 K between 80 and 100 GHz. It is noteworthy that this value is significantly lower than the corresponding brightness temperatures of 210-250 K in the tropical case, despite the substantially larger surface precipitation rate in the latter case, and despite the utilization of identical particle size assumptions. This difference illustrates the potential unreliability of scatteringinduced brightness temperature depressions as an indicator of surface precipitation intensity.
Concluding Summary
The purpose of this paper was to introduce a highly simplified, yet meteorologically realistic and flexible parametric model for generating hydrometeor profiles and other environmental properties relevant to microwave radiative transfer calculations in rain clouds. It is thus possible to vary cloud model properties, including hydrometeor size distributions and densities, in a continuous yet self-consistent fashion and map these changes to a corresponding response in computed multichannel microwave brightness radiance, as described by Equation (39).
This coupled parametric cloud model/microwave radiative transfer model may be used to systematically and quantitatively investigate the permissible range(s) of hydrometeor and cloud properties implied by actual multichannel microwave observations of rain clouds, such as those described in Part 1 (Petty, 2001 ). After finding one or more solutions of the inverse problem using, for example, a gradient descent method, it then also becomes possible to use the solution(s) as a physical bridge between observed brightness temperatures at one set of frequencies and viewing angles from an existing sensor, such as the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager or Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Imager (TMI), and the predicted brightness temperatures for an as-yet non-operational sensor, such as the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR) or the Conically-scanned Microwave Imager/Sounder (CMIS). Applications of this type are the subject of Part 3 of this series of papers (Petty and Gautam, 2001) .
It must be emphasized that the formulation of the present rain cloud model is based on assumptions appropriate primarily to stratiform rain clouds. In strongly convective situations neither the geometry nor the vertical distribution of liquid and frozen water mass will be well-represented by a 1-D model that assumes approximate steady state, as this model does. It is not clear that there is any suitable substitute for time-dependent models for the purpose of representing convective precipitation in microwave radiative transfer simulations. However, one could imagine a highly simplified convective model in which only the most essential properties of a convective cell and its evolution over time are specified via a handful of free parameters, such as convective available potential energy (CAPE), equilibrium level, precipitation efficiency, vertical shear, entrainment factors, etc. Whether an acceptable balance between simplicity and realism could be achieved remains to be seen.
Nevertheless, even outside the domain of its strict applicability, we believe that the present stratiform model provides at least a qualitatively reasonable basis for characterizing the effects of particle size and density, total ice water path, and other variables on computed microwave radiances.
